Leiden University has opened a new meeting place: **The Meeting Point**. Furnished as a living room, the Meeting Point is especially for students who have recently come to the Netherlands after fleeing their own country.

As a newcomer you can drop by to ask questions and get advice about making a success of your studies. It’s a place where you can meet other students with a refugee background, as well as buddies, staff and students of Leiden University. All university students and staff, both Dutch and international, are welcome at the Meeting Point.
What can we do for you?
At the Meeting Point you’ll have the opportunity to share your experiences whilst receiving guidance and advice. You’ll be offered study tips and can talk about any issues you might be facing. Maybe you need to get things off your chest or discuss personal matters. If so, the Meeting Point is there for you.

Contact
Leiden University Meeting Point
Plexus Student Centre*
Kaiserstraat 25
Postbus 9500
2300 RA Leiden

e-mail: meetingpoint@sea.leidenuniv.nl
tel: + 31 (0)71 527 3597
or (0)71 527 8026

* First time visitors can go to PITSstop or information desk 5, on the ground floor of Plexus, to ask the way to the Meeting Point.

Welcome!